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Abstract. It the becomes possible that users can get kinds of informa-
tion by just inputting search keyword(s) representing the topic which
users are interested in. But it is not always true that users can hit
upon search keyword(s) properly. In this paper, by using Web access logs
(called panel logs), which are collected URL histories of Japanese users
(called panels) selected without static deviation similar to the survey on
TV audience rating, we study the methods of clustering search keywords.
Different from the existing systems where the related search keywords
are extracted based on the set of URLs viewed by the users after input
of their original search keyword(s), we propose two novel methods of
clustering the search words. One is based on the Web communities (set
of similar web pages); the other is based on the set of nouns obtained by
morphological analysis of Web pages. According to evaluation results,
our proposed methods can extract more related search keywords than
that based on URL.

1 Introduction
Users search information they are interested in by using search engines in cy-
berspace. Due to the improvement of searching accuracy with development of
technologies, it becomes possible that users can get various kinds of information
by just inputting keywords representing the topic which users are interested in.
However, it is not always true that users can hit upon search keywords properly.
In some search engines like Google, you can get some results and some spelling
suggestion even if you misspelled its search keywords. For example, ‘I want to
search one bank but forgot its name.’, ‘I forget the search keywords but it’s related
to bank.’ and so on. In this case, just submitting ‘bank ’ as a search keyword to
search engines will not produce satisfactory results since the search keyword is
too general. It is important to present some related words to hit on as search for
users who are unfamiliar to search engines.

On the other hand, it is possible to extract search keywords (inputted by
users) and URLs accessed after users checking the logs recorded by the search
engine sites. It is hard to collect this information because they are not open to the
public. Recently, similar to survey on TV audience rating, a new kind of business
appeared, which collects URL histories of Japanese users (called panel) who are
selected without statistic deviation. By analyzing these logs (called panel logs)
which are merged from accessing history of panels, it becomes possible to collect
all the web pages (URLs) accessed as well as search keywords inputted by users.

In this paper, we propose two novel methods of clustering of search engine key-
words by using access logs in order to find related search keywords associated
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with the search keywords submitted by users. One is based on the web commu-
nities (set of similar web pages)1; the other is based on the set of nouns obtained
by morphological analysis of web pages. According to evaluation results, our pro-
posed methods can extract more related search keywords than previous methods
that based on URLs. Experiment results also show that the methods based on
web community as well as nouns have different characteristic while extracting
the related search keywords.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will review related
works. In Section 3 we will explain technology which is necessary to understand
our proposed methods. Our proposed methods of clustering search keywords
using panel logs will be discussed in Section 4. Section 5 will show experimental
results and evaluation, while Section 6 will give the conclusion.

2 Related Works

Until now, many works have been done based on web access logs as follows[1, 2]:

– users’ behavior.[3, 4]
– the relationship between web pages.[5, 6]
– search engine sites.[7–9]
– access logs visualization.[10, 11]

Most of previous works are focused on user behavior by analyzing access logs
from a certain web server. [12] uses proxy logs which are similar to the panel
logs. To the best of our knowledge, we are the only research using the panel logs,
detailed research is not done in others[4].

Results of works related search keywords clustering are not opened to the
public because these results are directly connect to e-commerce business and it
is hard to get search keywords data. [9] describes extracting related information
like ‘summer and vacation’ using search logs inputted in NTT2 DIRECTORY.
The purpose of this work is to extract synonyms based on search keywords
frequency and intervals of input search keywords during a certain fixed period.
Lycos and Microsoft publish search keywords research using access logs from
search engine sits[7, 8]. These works classify search keywords based on the set
of URLs and directories visited by the users after input of their original search
keywords. Our methods use contents analysis of web pages visited by the users
and community technique. Therefore these researches are also different from our
methods.

3 Technology for Search Keyords Clustering

In this section, we describe concepts of panel logs, web community and web
pages archive, which is necessary to understand the proposed methods.

3.1 Panel Logs
We use web access logs provided by ‘Video Research Interactive Inc.’ in this
paper and we call these access logs ‘panel logs’. This company is one of internet
rating company. Figure 1 is the outline of panel log collection.

1 In this paper, community means web community.
2 Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation.
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Fig. 1. Collection method of panel logs

Table 1. The details of the panel logs

An amount of data about 10(Giga byte)
A term of collecting data 45(weeks)
A number of access 55,415,473(access)
A number of session 1,148,093(session)
A number of panels about 10,000(persons)
A kind of URL 7,776,985(variety)
A kind of search keywords 334,232(variety)

– This company selects users based on RDD (Random Digit Dialing) and re-
quests to become panels.

– Panels reply to some questionnaires and are requested to install the software
in his (her) computer if they agree to become a panel.

– This software sends automatically panel’s perusal information on web pages
to the server of this company.

We do not use the questionnaire data and the panels profile data as in Figure 1
due to privacy reasons.

Details of the data are shown in Table 3.1. The panel logs consist of panel ID,
access time of web pages, reference second of web pages, URLs of accessed web
page and so on. The data size of panel logs we used is 10GB and all used panels
are in Japanese. Panel ID is a unique ID which is assigned to each panel, and
it is specific to an individual panel. Notice that panel logs also include search
keywords submitted to search engines.

Usually, analysis of access logs uses the concept of session which is a sequence
of web accesses. A session is defined as a set of URLs visited by a panel during
a web browsing activity. We employed a well-known 30 minutes threshold for
the maximum interval[13], such that two continuous accesses within 30 minutes
interval are regarded as in a same session.

3.2 Web Community
In this paper, we define a web community as ‘a set of relating web pages which
are connected by hyperlinks’. Most studies on web communities can be roughly
classified into two kinds. One study is extracting dense subgraphs[14] and the
other is extracting complete bipartite graphs[15]. The former one determines
the borderline between inside and outside of web community using the theorem
of ”Maximum Flow Minimum Cut” based on network theory. The latter one
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extracts complete bipartite graphs in web snapshot since hyperlinks between
web pages which convey the message of common interest topics represented by
complete bipartite graphs.

In our previous work, we created a web community chart[16] based on the
complete bipartite graphs, and extracted communities automatically from a large
amount of web pages.

3.3 Web Pages Archive
We periodically crawl web page written in Japanese. We crawled 4.5 million
web pages during the panel logs collection period and automatically created 17
hundred thousand communities from one million selected pages. Since the time
of the web page crawling for the web communities is in between the duration
of panel logs collection, there are some web pages which are not covered by the
crawling due to the change and deletion of pages which were accessed by the
panels.

Thus we define matching factor as follows to examine matching ratio between
the URLs belonging to web-communities and the URLs included in panel logs.

matching factor =

the matching number of URLs belong to communities
and included in panel logs

the number of URLs included in panel logs

We measured the matching factor and the result was only about 19%. If we
delete the directory (file) part in URLs, the matching factor increases about
40% and when we delete the ‘subdomain part’, the matching factor improves
further about 8%. By modifying URLs, about 65% of the URLs included in
panel logs are covered by the URLs in the web communities. The details are
mentioned in [4]

Our proposed methods require analyzing web pages are visited by various
panels and these pages are one million. Therefore we check our web pages archive
in order to examine whether the web page at the time of panel log collection
exist. As a result, about 68 hundred thousand web pages at the time of panel
log collection are saved in archive.

4 Methods of Search Keywords Clustering with Panel
Logs

The search results in search engine sites (e.g. Yahoo!, Google, Lycos and so
on.) are usually present as the lists of URLs related with the search keywords
following page titles and abstracts of the pages. The users (who inputted search
keywords in search engine sites) click and view his (her) interest pages, after
reading page titles and abstracts. We consider that these clicked (viewed) pages
(we call clicked page sets) are high relevance to the search keywords. Therefore,
we extract many sets of a search keywords and clicked pages in panel logs, and
we cluster the search keywords using these sets.

We remove multiple search keywords 3 because most search keywords are one
word in panel logs as results of our preliminary experiment. We don’t discuss
about the methods of using multiple search keywords in this paper.
3 Actually, in our experiments, we remove multiple search keywords inputted in

Japanese. Therefore, the search keywords translated from Japanese to English may
become multiple search keywords. For example, a word ‘exchange rate’ is single word
in Japanese.
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4.1 Definition of Feature Spaces
We newly define three feature spaces as noun space, community space and URL
space in order to cluster search keywords. The noun space is created using nouns
extracted from texts of clicked page sets. The community space is created using
web community technique as mentioned in Session 3.2. The URL space is using
previous works as mentioned in Session 2 and we define this feature space in
order to compare with the above two feature spaces.

4.2 Definition of Similarity
We define A as a universal set of all search keywords:

A = {a1, a2, . . . , ax, . . . , an}
(ax is any search keywords and n is the number of total search keywords.)

We also define Tx which is feature space of ax as follows.

Tx = {tx1, tx2, . . . , txm}
(tx is URL if feature space is the URL space, tx is community ID4 if feature

space is the community space and tx is the noun if feature space is noun. And
m is a number of total feature space.)

Similarity of any two search keywords ax, ay in A is defined as:

Kxy =
|Tx ∩ Ty|
|Tx ∪ Ty|

Moreover, it is possible to get frequency of URLs visited by different users
by clicking information in panel logs. Therefore, we define similarity considering
the frequency. Let Tx and Ty be the feature space of ax and ay which are any
words and its’ intersection of set are Tz. Then we define frequency space Hz

considering the frequency as

Hz = {(hz1, hz2, . . . , hzj)}
(hz1 is the total number of frequency of Tx and Ty, and j is the number of the

feature space in the intersection of sets of Tx and Ty.)

Then there is similarity Kfxy considering the frequency as follows.

Kfxy =
The total number of Hz

The total number of frequency

We define high frequency elements as URLs, communities and nouns contained
in any clicked page sets. For example, high frequency elements of URLs are Ya-
hoo!, MSN, Google and so on, and high frequency elements of nouns are I, today,
news and so on. We define a similarity Kd as the results of calculation excluded
high frequency elements from feature space of Tx and Ty and a similarity Kfd
as the results of calculation excluded high frequency elements from frequency
space of Hz. Therefore, it is possible to say that similarity Kfd is the concept of
tf*idf taken in similarity space K.
4 Consider each communities have unique ID.
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Table 2. Character of evaluated search keywords

Search keywords A number
of input fre-
quency

Ranking of
input times

A number(variety) of veiwed by
the users after input search key-
words

URL Community Noun

Bank 330(times) 679 24(times) 24(times) 6,591(times)
94(sessions) 20(variety) 10(variety) 1,725(variety)

University 799(times) 168 31(times) 31(times) 5,255(times)
195(sessions) 8(variety) 5(variety) 483(variety)

5 Experiments

In this paper, we experiment for search keywords inputted 4 times or more in
panel logs since the small number of times of input is inaccurate. These search
keywords are 30,000 and a number of high frequency elements of noun space is
4,565 words, in case of URL space is 4 URLs and in case of community space is
9 communities.

In this paper, we used panel logs which are collected from Japanese people.
Therefore, all results have been translated from Japanese vocabulary items.

5.1 Search Keywords Cluster Viewer
We calculated similarity of 30,000 search keywords and make the search key-
words cluster viewer (SKCV) which displays search keywords related to search
keywords inputted by users (we call target keywords). The results of using the
SKCV are shown in Figure 2,3. It is possible to adjust slide bar in the lower
center of Figure 2,3. An edge will be connected to two words when relevance to
nodes (which is extracted related search keywords) is high. And we setup the
edges to become short when relevance to nodes is high.

Nodes with high relevance are displayed near each other although it is mean-
ingless in the position of each node. It is possible to understand results to be
divided into a group of banks and economic terms from a result of Figure 2. And
in Figure 3, related search keywords are grouped as: Major banks group5 (lower
left side in the Figure 3), regional banks group (left side), internet banks (upper
side), and economic terms (right side).

5.2 Evaluation
We evaluate three feature spaces and four similarities (K, Kf, Kd and Kfd) on
three hundred thousand search keywords obtained in the experiment.

In the experiments, we test on two general words Bank and University. The
details of these search keywords are shown in Table 2. We extract related search
keywords related with Bank and University from three hundred thousand search
keywords using three feature spaces and four similarities, and we evaluate rel-
evance of search keywords and extracting related search keywords. We define
the judgment of relevance to extract related search keywords based on search
keywords (Bank and University) as follows.

5 Well known banks in Japan.
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Fig. 3. An example of expression using community space.
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Fig. 4. An example of search keywords ‘bank’ and ‘tax’ in the Yahoo! site.

Category1,2 We decide Category1 if the relation between related search key-
words and search keywords is high. And we regard Category2 if it is judged
that there was a certain relation although the relationship is not higher than
Category1.

Yahoo! judgment In Yahoo! site, we can see the results with page titles and
brief abstracts as Figure 4 when users do search. We consider that the rele-
vance between target keywords and displayed keywords (in SKCV) is high if
both keywords exist simultaneously in the results of page titles or brief ab-
stracts. We judge true when page titles include target keywords and displayed
keywords simultaneously. Generally, brief abstracts consists of sentences in
various places in a web page and each sentence is divided with ‘...’. We judge
true in case of existing target keywords and displayed keywords appear in the
same single sentence as two or more topics on one page may be treated. For
example, we show a result search keywords ‘bank’ and ‘tax’ at the same time
in the Yahoo! sites in Figure 4. We judge true because the page title or brief
abstracts of the second result in Figure 4 includes ‘bank’ and ‘tax’ simulta-
neously. we judge false in the case of the first result in Figure 4 because the
title does not include both keywords and they don’t appear simultaneously
in any of the single sentence of the brief abstract. We also judge false in the
case of the third and the fourth result in Figure 4 because these titles and
brief abstracts include only one side of keywords. Although Category1,2 are
subjective because of our judgment, Yahoo! judgment is more objective than
Category1,2.

5.3 Similarity and Feature Spaces
First, we show the results in Figure 5 when the target keyword is Bank and the
number of displayed keywords is 10 and 100 . We define precision as ‘the number
of displayed keywords judged as Category1 or 2 divided by a total number.’ in
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case of Category1,2 and as ‘a number of displayed keywords Yahoo! judgment
divided by a total number.’ in case Yahoo! judgment, respectively. The noun
space tends to extract Category2 more than other feature spaces. And we can
get good precisions using similarity Kfd regardless of feature space and a number
of extracted search keywords.

Next, we examine search keywords University and show the results in Figure
66. The similarity Kfd is as good as the results of Bank. Similarity Kfd is the
best precision unless the result of community space in case of target keywords
‘bank’. And our proposed feature spaces (noun space and community space) are
better precision than existing feature space (URL space) in almost all the cases.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we proposed two novel feature spaces and the method of similarity
to cluster search keywords using panel logs based on web community and noun.
We also show our tool for viewing search keywords cluster and evaluate our
proposed methods.

As an application of this tool, it is possible to indicate related search keywords
like payoff and Workers’ asset-building savings using related search keywords
extracting with noun space when the users do not remember search keywords
related to bank.

6 We omit a result of Category1,2 because their results show the same tendency as
Yahoo! judgment.
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